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ABSTRACT
Metaverse provides users with a novel experience through immer-
sive multimedia technologies. Along with the rapid user growth, nu-
merous events bursting in the metaverse necessitate an announcer
to help catch and monitor ongoing events. However, systems on the
market primarily serve for esports competitions and rely on human
directors, making it challenging to provide 24-hour delivery in the
metaverse persistent world. To fill the blank, we proposed a three-
stage architecture for metaverse announcers, which is designed to
identify events, position cameras, and blend between shots. Based
on the architecture, we introduced a Metaverse Announcer User
Experience (MAUE) model to identify the factors affecting the users’
Quality of Experience (QoE) from a human-centered perspective.
In addition, we implementedMetaCast, a practical self-driven meta-
verse announcer in a university campus metaverse prototype, to
conduct user studies for MAUE model. The experimental results
have effectively achieved satisfactory announcer settings that align
with the preferences of most users, encompassing parameters such
as video transition rate, repetition rate, importance threshold value,
and image composition.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Metaverse is an emerging concept that is considered to be the next-
generation Internet in which the users can completely immerse
themselves in a 3D virtual space through interactive technologies.
Currently, there are various directions of metaverse development,
such as gaming-based (Roblox,Minecraft, Fortnite, blockchain-based
[3] (Decentraland and The Sandbox), or extended reality-based
[32] such as Meta Horizon Worlds. The common idea behind these
projects is to provide a virtual world for users to interact with. As
the metaverse attracts more users, the demand for an announcer
system emerges [21]. Due to the sheer scale of the metaverse, users
cannot cover it entirely with their own avatars. In this case, a meta-
verse announcer that broadcasts events in real-time can help users
stay informed about ongoing events in the expansive virtual world.

However, most existing video game observers mainly serve in
esports competitions, such as Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CS:
GO), League of Legends (LOL), and PlayerUnknown’s BattleGround
(PUBG), etc. The esports live-streaming teams generally consist of a
director and several observers. The observers monitor in-game data
to keep track of ongoing events and capture highlight moments
through a free camera. Subsequently, the directors select a video
stream from all the observers’ captured streams and push it to the
audiences [27]. However, as a parallel universe to the real world, the
metaverse should be accessible anytime to anybody in the world,
and so does its observer. This poses a challenge as human-driven
observers are unable to afford 24-hour delivery in the practical
metaverse. Currently, some researchers have developed virtual
cinematographic systems to address specific needs, such as plot-
based storytelling [6], cinematic sequence [23], and complex crowd
tracking [14]. Nonetheless, there is a lack of a general framework
to fit the wide variety of situations occurring in the metaverse.
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Therefore, in this work, we proposed a three-stage metaverse an-
nouncer architecture consisting of the Event Manager, Prose Story-
board Language (PSL) [33] Interpreter, and Camera Controller. The
Event Manager captures newsworthy events from the metaverse,
such as crucial user actions or crowd gatherings. After determining
the targets to be announced, the PSL Interpreter will choose several
shot specifications for the event and translate them to correspond-
ing camera positions. At last, the Camera Controller takes charge
of the path planning, including transition time and curve.

Moreover, this paper identifies and analyzes various factors af-
fecting the users’ experience of a metaverse announcer, mainly
containing two subjective factors: the accuracy of catching events
and perceived video quality. For quantitative evaluation, we build a
quality of experience (QoE) model, named Metaverse Announcer
User Experience (MAUE) model, which comprises four objective
factors: the transition time between shots, frequency of switching
views, threshold value of important events, and image composition.

To validate the proposed metaverse announcer architecture, we
implemented an announcer system namedMetaCast in a university
campus prototype. It can automatically capture events, film at an
appropriate position, and drive the camera smoothly between shots.
To determine suitable parameters for the MAUE model, we pre-
pared video segments with different influencing factor settings and
conducted user studies. Participants rated their satisfaction with
the video segments through a 5-point Mean Opinion Score (MOS).
Based on our experimental data, we obtained a series of announcer
system settings that align with most users’ perceptions.

Moreover, we also noticed that the results show significant vari-
ation among different users, e.g., someone prefers the bird’s-eye
view with a long duration, while someone prefers frequent switches
in different events. To address this problem, we divided the expe-
rience into two stages. In S1, MetaCast adapts the settings from
the previous experimental results. We invited 20 users to rate the
performance, which shows that the selected parameter settings are
palatable to most users. For S2, we designed a real-time feedback
system for users to express their preferences during their long-term
daily use. The users’ feedback demonstrates that MetaCast could
be subtly transformed to fit their preferences.

The major contributions of this paper are concluded as follows:
1) we proposed a three-stage architecture of metaverse announcer,
which fills the need of metaverse applications; 2) we identified fac-
tors affecting metaverse announcer users’ experience and present
a quantitative QoE evaluation model; 3) we implemented an auto-
matic announcer system for a university campus metaverse proto-
type named MetaCast based on the proposed three-stage architec-
ture; 4) we conducted user studies to explore the factors affecting
QoE and obtained a general setting for most users.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Intelligent Virtual Camera System
Many researchers have attempted to build a self-driven intelligent
camera system in virtual worlds [2, 13, 24], and some of them in-
tegrated camera control into the gameplay module to provide a
novel experience [25, 39]. For example, Halp et al. [17] presented
a camera engine for computer games. They emphasized control-
ling the camera by constraints and managed the tradeoff between

constraint satisfaction and frame coherence. Hugh McCabe and
James Kneafsey [30] proposed a virtual cinematography system
for first-person shooter (FPS) games. They applied a finite state
machine (FSM) to choose different shots in particular situations.
The seminal work [5] introduced the Declarative Camera Control
Language (DCCL) as a general tool for describing idiom-based so-
lutions for cinematography problems. Film idioms are solutions for
obtaining good cinematography and editing in a range of prede-
fined situations [15, 19]. After that, Ronfard et al. [33] introduced
prose storyboard language (PSL) to define the syntax and semantics
of a high-level shot description language. Based on PSL, Galvane et
al. [15] presented a novel importance-driven approach to generate
cinematic replays for dialogue-based 3D video games rather than
idiom-based ones. Due to the effectiveness of PSL, it will also be
used in this paper to describe high-level shot specifications. On
the other hand, Lino and Christie [29] dug into the area of camera
control and proposed Toric Space, an efficient interval-based search
technique for automated viewpoint computation of two or three
targets. The technique has been reused in [14] to create dedicated
steering behaviors for automatically computing shots of crowd
simulations. The studies mentioned above have significant contri-
butions in their target areas and have partly inspired the camera
control techniques in this paper, but there needs to be a framework
to fit different metaverse. Therefore, this paper proposes a complete
and general framework for metaverse announcers to fill the gap.

2.2 Quality of Experience on Metaverse Projects
With the popularity of the concept of the metaverse, one of many
focuses of researchers has been to evaluate users’ QoE in metaverse-
related areas [7, 8, 28]. For instance, as Porcu et al. [32] discussed
in their initial analysis of the QoE in the metaverse, human and
system are the main factors potentially impacting the QoE of meta-
verse applications. When referring to virtual reality technologies,
discomfort symptoms such as cybersickness is considered to evalu-
ate the QoE. In [34], the author presented the results of an explicit
(questionnaire-based) and implicit (physiology-based) evaluation
of the immersive wheelchair simulator. Han et al. [18] conducted
within-subject repeated-measures experiments in an immersive en-
vironment based on head-mounted displays (HMD), which explored
the correlation between viewing experience and comprehensive fac-
tors. On the other hand, the system influential factors concern the
network, infrastructure, hardware, and multimedia content. Schatz
et al. [36] presented a first approach toward subjective QoE assess-
ment for omnidirectional video streaming, including the stalling
impact of HMD-based omnidirectional video and the difference
between HMD-based and traditional television-based video with
respect to stalling. Wang and Dey [40] analyzed the factors affect-
ing the QoE of cloud server-based mobile gaming, including game
genres, video encoding factors, and the wireless network condition.
Moreover, they developed a prototype for real-time measurement
of Mobile Gaming User Experience (MGUE) using controlled sub-
jective testing. Nevertheless, the existing works have not conducted
research on assessing the QoE of announcers in metaverse projects.
Hence, this paper analyzes the factors potentially influencing users’
perceived experience of metaverse announcers and presents the
results of questionnaire-based measurement.
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3 METAVERSE ANNOUNCER ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present a three-stage architecture of metaverse
announcers, including the composition and the overall workflow. As
illustrated in Figure 1, the announcer is composited of three stages:
Event Manager, PSL [33] Interpreter, and Camera Controller. The
Event Manager is responsible for capturing ongoing events raised
by users’ behaviors. It will elect one event to announce and transmit
details about the core avatars of the event to the PSL Interpreter. The
PSL Interpreter selects several shot specifications and calculates the
corresponding camera positions and rotations. Once the Camera
Controller receives the target, it will move smoothly between each
shot by the preset blend method with a suitable transition time.

Figure 1: Metaverse Announcer System Architecture

3.1 Event Manager
The Event Manager is responsible for fetching important events
both locally and globally in real time. Local events are those trig-
gered by the significant actions of a few avatars. Since users’ behav-
ior can vary widely in different types of metaverse, prefabricated
events triggered by specific users’ actions such as McCabe et al.’s
approach [30] cannot fit our expectations as a general framework
for metaverse announcers. Hence, we formulate the user’s behavior
as a function with different weights for different actions,

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑤1 ∗ 𝑎1 +𝑤2 ∗ 𝑎2 + ... +𝑤𝑛 ∗ 𝑎𝑛 (𝑛 > 0)

where 𝑎𝑛 represents different actions and 𝑤𝑛 are corresponding
weights for each action. As a general formulation, it allows design-
ers to specify weights that are appropriate for their metaverse, such
as assigning a high weight to User-Generated Contents (UGC) [9] in
gaming-based metaverses like Minecraft and Roblox. In blockchain-
based metaverse like The Sandbox, the transaction of Non-Fungible
Tokens (NFT) [4] should be regarded as an integral action while
the token amount can partially determine the weight.

Global events, on the other hand, are triggered by large gather-
ings of avatars in the virtual world. To monitor these events, we
propose calculating the regional population density and applying an
adaptive weight coefficient. By doing so, we can efficiently balance
the ratio of local and global events announcements.

3.2 Prose Storyboard Language Interpreter
PSL is a high-level shot description language used to define the
syntax and semantics [33], which effectively inspires our architec-
ture design. Table 1 shows the subset of PSL we focus on. In this
subset, <Subject> represents the target avatar of the shot. <Angle>
denotes the relative height between the camera and the subject’s
face. While <Size> refers to the relative distance, from Extreme
Closeup (ECU) to Extreme Long Shot (ELS). <Profile> expresses
the relative position of the camera with respect to the subject. For
example, <Profile = 3/4 right> means the camera is placed at 45
degrees to the right of the direction the subject is facing. <Screen>
stands for the target avatar’s position on the user’s screen.

Table 1: Simplified PSL Grammar (Shot Specification)

<Composition>::= <Angle, Size, Profile> on <Subject>[<Screen>]
<Subject> ::= <Object>
<Angle>::= Low | Eye | High
<Size>::= ECU | BCU | CU | MCU | MS | LS | ELS
<Profile>::= Front | 3/4 Right | Right | 3/4 Back Right | Back |

3/4 Back Left | Left | 3/4 Left
<Screen>::= Left | Center | Right

Designers can specify the mapping table for different kinds of
metaverse to customize shots. The high-level shot language can be
transformed into camera positions and rotations. The input is the
target avatar’s position and the shot specification. It starts from the
avatar’s basic point, normally at its lower abdomen. Using <Angle>,
we can determine the height of our target camera position. On this
basis, we can get a directional vector defined by <Profile>. Move
the camera at a distance determined by <Size> in this direction, and
then we can get the camera position. The focus point begins from
the midpoint of the target avatar’s face, and the point should move
a certain distance to the left or right according to <Screen> and
<Size>. After that, control the camera to look at the focus point,
then we can obtain the expected shot.

When constructing a shot, there is a well-developed system in
photography for us to follow. For example, the “rule of thirds” is a
longstanding principle in photography and has proven to be useful
[26]. It guides us to divide the frame up into 3*3 grids and place
the focus point along one of the third lines or on one of the four
intersections of the third line. Designers can adjust the mapping
table to ensure most image compositions obey this rule. In addition,
the “look room principle” [20] suggests giving extra room in the
direction the subject is facing. Hence some specifications can be
filtered out, such as <Profile=right, Screen=right>. Without giving
enough looking room, the main avatars may look like they are
talking to a wall, which is weird to the audience. After these filters,
PSL Interpreter sends well-designed shots to the Camera Controller.

3.3 Camera Controller
The Camera Controller manages the camera’s movement between
shots, including the blend time and blend method. Similar to the
shot filter, there are several basic rules in cinematography that
guide camera control. For instance, during a 2-person dialogue, a
filmmaker should establish the scene with a wider shot (e.g., long
shot) containing both characters [1, 16], which is also known as the
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“rule of introduction”. Moreover, the well-known “180-degree rule”
states that the camera should remain on one side of the imaginary
axis between two conversing actors to prevent viewer confusion
and disorientation [22]. By adhering to these rules, we can eliminate
certain shot combinations.

We assume three modes for metaverse announcers: bird’s-eye
view mode, first-person view, and third-person view [38]. In normal
cases, the camera moves as a dolly in preset traces to patrol around
the metaverse and observe the digital world from a macro perspec-
tive. When global events happen, such as gathering crowds, the
camera will move toward the nearest point on the trace and look at
the target area to announce the event. When a local event occurs
with only one target, the camera will switch to the first-person view
of the target avatar, while local events with multiple targets, such as
a conversation between several users, will trigger the third-person
view mode with the shots decided by the PSL Interpreter.

4 QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE MODEL
In this section, we start by identifying and analyzing influential fac-
tors affecting the Metaverse Announcer User Experience (MAUE).
After that, we developed a quantitativemodel with four perspectives
to measure the perceived quality of users, named MAUE model.

4.1 Influential Factors
Currently, existing work has discovered the QoE of network factors
in mobile games, where poor network conditions will degrade the
QoE [40]. Different from the existing work, our study aims to iden-
tify specific factors highly related to metaverse announcers rather
than the influencing factors like network conditions (bandwidth, de-
lay, etc.). We assume that metaverse announcers are ideal real-time
systems with limited network delay. The most fundamental role of
metaverse announcers is to precisely capture newsworthy events
and broadcast them to the appropriate audience in time. Therefore,
as depicted in Figure 2, the MAUE model primarily depends on two
subjective factors: the accuracy of catching events and the quality
of received video content, determined by the image composition of
each shot and the smoothness of switching views.

Metaverse Announcer 
User Experience 

(MAUE)

Accuracy of 
catching events

Received
 Video 
Quality

Image 
composition

Smoothness

Regional Population Density

Personal Action Importance

Target's size in image

Camera's angle toward target

Target's position in image

Frequency of switching shots

Transition time between shots

Perceived Quality

 

Subjective Factors Objective Factors

Figure 2: Objective and Subjective factors affecting MAUE

The subjective factors are determined by several objective fac-
tors. For instance, events are classified as global or local events.
We use regional population density and personal action weight-
ing functions to represent the importance, respectively. The image
composition of shots can significantly influence users’ perceived
video content quality. We expect the camera to aesthetically capture
the key elements of the event. Therefore, we quantify the image

composition into three factors: the target’s size, the camera’s angle
towards the target, and the target’s position in the image. These
factors can be represented by four parameters <Size>, <Angle>,
<Profile>, and <Screen> based on PSL [33]. The smoothness of
the video is determined by the frequency of switching views and
the transition time between shots. Intuitively, an excessively low
frequency leads to a boring experience, while a high frequency
may cause dizziness and confusion. Similarly, the transition time
between shots influences smoothness. Switching shots without
any transition frame probably confuses the user, and users may
lose focus when the transition time is too close to the shot dura-
tion. In Section 6, we will explore the parameter selection through
quantitative user studies.

4.2 Model Description
The Mean Opinion Score (MOS), a subjective score ranging from
1 (unacceptable) to 5 (excellent), has been widely used to measure
the QoE [7, 22]. In this paper, we adopt MOS to measure MAUE
and develop a quantitative model. As shown in Figure 2, MAUE
depends on objective factors: the threshold importance value of
raising events, image composition, transition time between shots,
and frequency of switching views. Therefore, we formulate the
MAUE model as follows:

𝑀𝐴𝑈𝐸 = 𝑓 (𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒,𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
Transition. In virtual environments, natural camera motion

is crucial for a positive user experience. The transition between
different camera shots is a significant factor influencing MAUE.
The transition consists of several parts: transition method, curve,
and time. The transition method refers to the trace of the camera’s
movement, such as moving linearly from point 1 to point 2, along
with a spherical trajectory or a collision-free visible aware path
proposed by [31]. Violation of the “180-degree rule” will disorient
viewers and weaken the user experience. Regarding the transition
curve, various possibilities exist, such as linear, ease in hard out,
hard in ease out, etc. In this paper, we primarily focus on explor-
ing the influence of transition time on MAUE by conducting user
studies to determine an appropriate transition time for metaverse
announcers.

Repetition. Repetition’s impact on MAUE is evident in popular
esports competitions, where directors alternate views to maintain
suitable video repetition rates. For FPS games, first-person views of
valuable players, battle replays, and the bird’s-eye views of firefight
areas [27] are common. In Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA)
games such as League of Legends, players control the actor from
the isometric perspective [41], and the in-game observing system
can even provide a 3D view of highlight moments to the audience
to decrease repetition, which is not accessible to the players them-
selves. This study quantifies repetition as view-switching frequency,
seeking a balanced value for metaverse announcer users.

Importance. As a critical aspect of metaverse announcers, ac-
curately and effectively capturing events, which impact MAUE, is
tied to selecting an appropriate importance threshold value for rais-
ing events. A fixed value cannot handle diverse situations within
the digital world. For instance, during a grand celebration event,
the number of online users increases rapidly. An Event Manager
with an importance threshold value designed for daily use will be
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triggered frequently since interactions between a large number of
users generate a lot of events. Conversely, if a high threshold value
is applied for daily use, no event deserves announcing to the users,
which will lead to a dull experience. Therefore, the threshold value
should be dynamically adjusted to handle diverse situations.

Composition. Image composition influences the MAUE in two
aspects: aesthetic composition improves the received video quality,
and logical composition highlights the relationships between the
characters, allowing users to grasp the key points at once. We adopt
some basic photography rules discussed in Section 3.2 to avoid poor
composition. After filtering out, approximately 150 kinds of image
composition remain. However, it is hard to distinguish which one
is better since they all obey the basic rules. Therefore, we adopt
the 5-point MOS to collect participants’ rank of the specifications.
After that, we can build a database with the rank and score of each
specification.

5 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Campus Metaverse Prototype
CUHKSZ-Metaverse [10] is a blockchain-driven university campus
metaverse prototype developed by Unity Engine, which has a low-
poly style campus digital twin for our students to explore, interact,
and conduct social activities. This metaverse establishes a connec-
tion with the real world, as the player’s physical location influences
the rate of acquiring digital tokens. The main gameplay is based
on UGC creation [11, 12], with players able to create voxel-style
objects and mint them as NFT using the built-in editor. Overall,
CUHKSZ-Metaverse exhibits most characteristics of a metaverse.

5.2 Details ofMetaCast
We implemented a practical metaverse announcer demo calledMeta-
Cast in CUHKSZ-Metaverse, following the architecture proposed
in Figure 1. The Event Manager calculates the importance of each
player’s behavior every 10 seconds. Players’ action in CUHKSZ-
Metaverse mainly contains walking, running, jumping, talking,
creating NFTs (pets and crafts) using the UGC editor, and NFT
transactions. We evaluate the actions by the following factors: move
distance, move speed, length of spoken words, number of voxels,
and volume of NFT transaction.We attach correspondingweights to
each factor respectively so that the importance of the player’s action
follows a normal distribution. In our blockchain-driven metaverse,
the gameplaymainly focuses on UGC creation andNFT transactions
[11, 12], so their weights are higher than others. The importance
threshold value for raising events dynamically adjusts based on
the number of online users to ensure that the frequency of raising
events is stable. After receiving the targets raised from the Event
Manager, the PSL Interpreter will choose three shot specifications
randomly, pass them to the photography rule filter, and calculates
the camera’s position and rotation. The Camera Controller drives
the camera to the target position smoothly in a collision-free trace.
Moreover, we preset the shot duration as 5 seconds and the blend
curve as ease in and out.

MetaCast offers three view modes: Bird’s-Eye View, First-Person
View, and Third-Person View modes, as illustrated in Figure 3. The
Bird’s-Eye Viewmode is designed for daily patrols and global events
broadcast. As shown in Figure 3(c), the camera observes the digital

world from a bird’s-eye view providing viewers with a macro pic-
ture, such as the distribution of users. Under normal circumstances,
the camera moves as a dolly in a preset rounded trace, allowing
viewers to observe the entire metaverse scene. During events, the
camera switches to the first-person mode for a single target or
the third-person mode for multiple targets, filming the event in
sequence by randomly selecting three shot specifications.

(a) First-Person View (b) Third-Person View (c) Bird’s-Eye View

Figure 3: Three View Modes in MetaCast

It is important to note that the content presented through Meta-
Cast is viewed on a 2D screen, and thus the experiment does not
consider issues such as dizziness associated with head-mounted
display (HMD) devices. This decision is based on the necessity of
screen-based displays even in reality-based metaverse applications.
For example, people in the real world may need to observe events
happening within the metaverse through a large 2D screen. More-
over, metaverse players using HMDs can opt to observe activities
in other areas through a virtual 2D display screen.

6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Experimental Settings
To maintain a stable experimental environment, we used behavior-
tree-driven Non-Player Characters (NPCs) in the metaverse proto-
type. NPCs follow these steps: walk to a random destination, chase
a random nearby NPC, have a conversation, wait 0 to 10 seconds,
and choose a new destination randomly. By fixing the random seed
value, we ensure that events in the metaverse remain consistent and
reproducible. Hence, user studies can be conducted using controlled
subjective testing.

For the experimental participants, we recruited a total of 28
participants. Among them, twenty-five were young adults (two
between 18-20 y.o. and twenty-three between 21-29 y.o.), followed
by two participants between 30-39 y.o., and one between 40 and
49 y.o. The gender distribution is as follows: eight are female, and
twenty aremale, reflecting the current user distribution of CUHKSZ-
Metaverse prototype, where most are college-aged students.

6.2 Evaluation on Transition
6.2.1 Experimental Setup. The video segment about a conversation
between NPCs is used as the experimental material. As previous re-
search [16] found, the average duration time of a shot in animation
genre films is 5 seconds. Since avatars in CUHKSZ-Metaverse are
animation-style models with limited facial expressions, we classify
the content of our metaverse announcer as animation and choose
5 seconds as the duration time of a shot. In a video plot, there are
three 5-second shots with different PSL specifications. We changed
the transition time between each shot to 0/1/2/3/4/5s to conduct
the user study. We chose 5 seconds as the boundary condition since
the transition time should not exceed the duration of the shot itself.
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As shown in Figure 4, we chose three video plots filmed in differ-
ent places of the CUHKSZ-Metaverse to avoid the influence of the
image content.

(a) Video 1: a chat between two NPCs in the “Start-Up Zone”

(b) Video 2: a gathering of four NPCs in front of the “Library”

(c) Video 3: a short chat of two NPCs by the “Bus Station”

Figure 4: Experiment Setting: Shots of Video 1, 2, 3

There is a total of 18 videos (3 plots each with 6 groups of pa-
rameters) in the transition experiment. For the convenience of read-
ing, we named them as Transition-plot-parameter. For instance,
Transition-3-0 represents the 0-second transition version of plot 3.
In simple terms, Transition-3-0 is a 15-second video segment, where
each of the three frames in Figure 4-Video3 stays for 5 seconds, and
frame 1 will switch to frame 2 without any transition. For the user
study, participants were first asked to watch Transition-1-n (0≤ n≤
5) sequentially. They annotated the QoE level of their last watched
video regarding the question “How was your feeling about the
transition speed between shots of the last watched video?” using a
5-point MOS, which denotes the QoE from low to high: poor (1), bad
(2), fair (3), good (4), and excellent (5). After that, they continued to
watch and rank Transition-2-n (0≤ n≤ 5) with a two-minute rest
between each plot to avoid the visual fatigue of the participants.

6.2.2 Result and Analysis. We calculated the average MOS for each
video and each participant’s rating, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5(a) displays the average score for different transition
times, peaking at 2 seconds, while Figure 5(b) presents the dis-
tribution of user satisfaction, also showing the highest median
score at 2 seconds. To ascertain that our results are efficacious,
we performed Kruskal-Wallis Rank Test on the ordinal data, the
result presented significant differences across the groups (H=93.152,
p<0.01). Furthermore, we identified that Group Transition-2 had a
significantly higher user rating than Transition-1 (Z=-3.733, p<0.01)
and Transition-3 (Z=-2.274, p<0.01) by Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests.
For the 0-second cut, some participants mentioned that it cannot
express the relation between shots, such as the relative position,
where they even need to think about which angle the camera is shot
from and how the camera moves from the last shot to the current
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Figure 5: Experiment Results on Transition

shot. The 1-second version expressed the relative position of shots
better, but the fast camera movement caused dizziness, leading
to a decrease in users’ quality of experience. Regarding the long
transition time versions, they annoy the viewers due to the slow
transition processes. The 5-second version scored lower than the 0-
second version, indicating that most viewers preferred no blending
over very slow blending between shots. In short, a 2:5 transition-to-
shot-duration ratio offers the optimal QoE for metaverse announcer
viewers.

6.3 Evaluation on Repetition & Importance
In this subsection, we examine the impact of video repetition on
users’ QoE, quantifying video repetition as the frequency of view-
switching in the metaverse announcer. A low view-switching fre-
quency may result in monotonous content, causing visual boredom
and aesthetic fatigue. To some extent, the importance threshold
value determines the switching frequency: a low threshold value
may bring more events to be announced, while a high value could
result in no events being broadcast. Due to the strong relationship
between repetition and importance, we combine them and conduct
the experiment to explore the optimal view-switching frequency.

6.3.1 Experimental Setup. Similar to the last experiment, we pre-
pared three video segments with different plots by randomly setting
the generation of NPCs, including number, spawn place, and suit.
Each segment lasts for one minute, and we created six versions of
each segment, each with a different frequency of view mode switch-
ing (1/2/3/4/5 times). We chose 5 times as the boundary condition
since we set the duration of events to be 10 seconds. Therefore, in
that case, the camera is constantly broadcasting different events.
For low-frequency cases, the camera remains in the bird’s-eye view
for most of the time. The content of the segments can be described
as switching between view modes to observe different events as
shown in Figure 3. The video content is as follows:

Video1: Bird’s-Eye view (Start-up Zone) -> Two-avatar Con-
versation (University Gate) -> One-avatar Running (College A) ->
Two-avatar Conversation (University Gate) -> Four-avatar Gather-
ing (Library A) -> Four-avatar talking (Library B)

Video2: Bird’s-Eye view (Library A) -> Two-avatar Conversation
(University Gate) -> Two-avatar Conversation (University Gate) ->
One-avatar Walking (Start-up Zone) -> One-avatar Walking (Col-
lege A) -> One-avatar Walking (Student Center)

Video3: Bird’s-Eye view (Teaching Buildings) -> Two-avatar
Conversation (Library A) -> One-avatar Running (College A) ->
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Three-avatar Gathering (Teaching Building) -> One-avatar Walking
(College A) -> One-avatar Running (Student Center)

We applied the same form in Section 6.2 to name the video
segment. The content of Repetition-3-2 is that the camera keeps
the bird’s-eye view mode for ten seconds and then switches to
announce a two-avatar conversation at Library A. After that, it
returns to the bird’s-eye view for ten seconds and switches to the
first-person view of the user running in front of College A. For the
rest of the video, the camera patrols in bird’s-eye view mode. The
participants rated the QoE level of their last watched video through
the MOS scale regarding the question “How was your feeling about
the frequency of switching views of the last watched video?”. A
two-minute rest was set between each plot to avoid visual fatigue.

6.3.2 Result and Analysis. The results from the 28 participants are
presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Experiment Results on Repetition

Both the average and median scores indicate that, during a one-
minute announcer, switching the view three times obtains the high-
est score in the experiment. To ascertain that our results are effica-
cious, we performed Kruskal-Wallis Rank Test on the ordinal data,
and the result indicated significant differences across the groups
(H=23.693, p<0.01). Additionally, we have identified that Group
Repetition-3 has a significantly higher user rating than Repetition-2
(Z=-3.733, p<0.01), Repetition-4 has a significantly higher user rating
than Repetition-5 (Z=-3.828, p<0.01) byWilcoxon Signed Rank Tests.
However, we can observe the distribution of the MOS scores of
the participants. For experiments with frequencies 3/4/5, the peak
score is approximately 4.5, which implies that certain participants
have a strong preference for these frequencies. In contrast, the
minimum scores for frequencies 4 and 5 are as low as 1, indicating
that some participants have a marked aversion to these frequencies.
This reveals a considerable variation in participants’ preferences for
different frequencies. We conducted interviews with participants
exhibiting diverse preferences. Some argued that during a brief
period, there are few events that deserve the focus, leading them to
favor the bird’s-eye view of the world over focusing on unimpor-
tant events. While, a participant who assigned an average score of
4.67 to frequency 5 expressed that, compared to the monotonous
bird’s-eye view, he would rather explore what users are doing in
various parts of the metaverse. Given the substantial preference gap
among users, considering the median and lower bound, frequency 3
emerges as the optimal choice for most metaverse announcer users.
In conclusion, the majority of users prefer metaverse announcers
that allocate equal time to local and macro events, with a frequency
that divides attention evenly between the two.

6.3.3 Extension to Importance. As mentioned above, the experi-
ment video is organized as follows: a 60-second video, which catches
events every ten seconds. Therefore, the result of frequency 3 can
be interpreted in another way: most users prefer to use the meta-
verse announcers at the frequency that one out of every two fetch
events can hit. Considering the difference in user behavior in each
metaverse, we can generally assume the importance 𝐼 of users’ be-
havior follows the normal distribution, 𝐼 ∼ 𝑁 (𝜇, 𝜎2). In this case,
the importance threshold value should be determined in real time
according to the online user number. For instance, there are ten
users currently in the metaverse. If we set the threshold value at
6.6%, the probability that at least one of the ten users’ behavior de-
serves announcing is 50.5%. From the perspective of mathematical
expectation, we can hit an important event every two fetches. The
dynamic threshold percentage 𝑖 can be calculated by the number
of online users 𝑁 and the frequency ratio of hitting event 𝑓 (our
experiment result is 1

2 ) by:

𝑖 = 1 − 𝑁
√︁
𝑓 , 0 < 𝑖 < 1, 0 ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 1

This algorithm is suitable for most kinds of metaverses, as long
as the developer can implement the importance algorithm that
conforms to the normal distribution.

6.4 Evaluation on Composition
6.4.1 Experimental Setup. Based on previous research [16], ani-
mated films tend to use MCU shots instead of CU due to the lack
of detail in animated faces compared to human faces. Motivated
by the study, we truncated ECU/BCU/CU on the <Size> parame-
ter of PSL. And we had 3 <Angle>, 4 <Size>, 8 <Profile>, and 3
<Screen>, totally 288 combinations. As we mentioned in Section
3.2, we used photographic rules such as look room [20] to filter out
unsatisfactory shot specifications, resulting in 153 shots. Twelve
participants were asked to rank the image composition of random
specifications in this experiment. Each of them ranked 153 images
organized by different specifications in different scenarios. Each
time they wanted to switch to the next picture, they were asked
to rate “How was your feeling about the image composition of the
last watched image?” with a 5-point MOS scale.

6.4.2 Result and Analysis. We collected 1836 ratings from 12 par-
ticipants, as shown in Table 2. The Eye-LS-Right-Left specification
received the highest rating, achieving a perfect score of 5. In simple
terms, the camera takes a long shot at the subject’s right side of
the face while the subject is placed on the left side of the screen as
illustrated in Figure 7(a).

(a) Eye-LS-Right-Left (b) High-MS-Back-Left

Figure 7: Image Composition Samples
We can find that it is a commonly used specification [15, 16] in

movie filming for a two-person conversation: One person facing
right is placed on the left side of the screen while the other facing
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left is positioned on the right side of the screen. The QoE ratings
are mapped into two groups of high and low according to Schatz
et al.’s user accessibility threshold [35]. Ratings higher than 3.5 [7]
are classified as the high group, while those below are assigned to
the low group. After that, 42 specifications from rank 111 to rank
153 are classified as unsatisfactory image composition and filtered
out. We identified several findings that may benefit future research:
High-Level and MS (Medium Shot) is not a good combination as
depicted in Figure 7(b). All the last three specifications have a
combination of High-level and MS. Moreover, the highest MOS for
any combination involving high-level and MS is 2.67, indicating
that all of them are divided into unsatisfactory image composition.

Table 2: Top 5 Specifications of Image Composition

Rank Angle Size Profile Screen MOS

1 Eye LS Right Left 5
2 Eye MCU 34Right Left 4.83
3 Low LS Left Right 4.67
4 Eye MS Left Right 4.67
5 Eye LS 34Right Left 4.67
.
.
.

.

.

.

110 High ELS 34Leftback Right 3.5
.
.
.

.

.

.

151 High MS Back Right 1.83
152 High MS Front Right 1.83
153 High MS Back Left 1.67

6.5 Validation in MetaCast
In this section, we assess the performance of MetaCast using a
two-stage validation approach inspired by Alexandre et al. [7]. The
first stage, S1, is to build a general model for most users using the
results of the above experiments. As we mentioned in Section 6.3.2,
we find that users’ preferences can vary widely. Therefore, we have
S2 to customize the announcer according to individual preferences
through continuous feedback. This ensures a personalized meta-
verse announcer for each user. Moreover, MetaCast is designed in
two forms: (1) for on-metaverse users, when events happen, the
video from the camera will be displayed in the top-right corner
as shown in Figure 8; (2) for offline viewers, MetaCast provides a
window for observing the digital world by screen-based displays.

During the S1 stage, the importance threshold value for raising
events changes dynamically based on the number of online users
to ensure that the frequency of raising events stays at 50%. The PSL
Interpreter will randomly choose three of the 110 specifications
classified as the good group following Table 2. Then, the Camera
Controller can drive the camera to the target position smoothly,
and each shot stays for 5 seconds, and the transition time is set to
2 seconds. We invited 20 participants who have attended previous
experiments to evaluate their overall feeling about the S1 stage of
MetaCast using MOS. We received an average score of 4.1 from the
participants, which indicates a significant improvement compared
to the previous experiments. It demonstrates the effectiveness of
the proposed MAUE model.

In the player’s daily use (S2), the Ecological momentary assess-
ment (EMA) [37] system is triggered at each event. The users are

Figure 8: Validation in CUHKSZ-Metaverse

asked to provide feedback with thumbs-up or thumbs-down emoji
on the image composition as shown in Figure 8. Similarly, the feed-
back for the transition time and the frequency of switching views is
asked every ten minutes with a speed-up or slow-down emoji. The
system remains unchanged if the user does not provide feedback.
Otherwise, the value can be changed dynamically according to the
user’s feedback.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This paper presents a three-stage metaverse announcer architec-
ture to automatically catch and broadcast events. We developed a
quantitative MAUE model and conducted user studies to explore
the relationship between factors and MAUE. Our findings reveal
that a 2:5 transition-to-shot-duration ratio receives the highest
user satisfaction. The majority of users prefer an equal balance be-
tween local and global events. The importance threshold for events
should adjust dynamically based on the online user count. We also
provided a table of ranked specifications for image composition.
Consequently, our practical demo MetaCast received positive user
feedback, confirming the effectiveness of our proposed architecture.

The present study acknowledges certain limitations. On one
hand, a larger, more diverse participant pool would strengthen the
findings. On the other hand, the experimental conditions could be
more rigorous; however, we opted for shorter experiments due to
concerns about participant fatigue during longer video sessions.
Moreover, a single-blind study in which participants are kept un-
aware of the experimental sequence is better. In future work, we
intend to examine long-term feedback for metaverse announcer
customization and explore AI-based approaches, including machine
learning for event capture and classification, to enhance system per-
formance. Furthermore, while the present study effectively enables
the display of virtual 2D screens within HMD-based immersive
environments, we aim to expand our scope, focusing on improving
the integration of metaverse announcers and HMDs, addressing
the challenge of dizziness induced by first-person perspective tran-
sitions during announcements, and ultimately, developing a more
immersive metaverse announcer experience.
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